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OUR STRATEGIC PLAN
2012-2017

STRATEGIC GOAL #1: 
Enhance the relevance, quality and 
impact of our services

STRATEGIC GOAL #2: 
Strengthen strategic partnerships for 
increased impact and reach

STRATEGIC GOAL #3: 
Communicate and celebrate the 
impact of our services

STRATEGIC GOAL #4: 
Strengthen organization to support 
growth and long-term viability

COVER PHOTO: Tenant member Ji Lie Huang 
displays his art for the community to enjoy.

“I paint because I believe that art makes life 
more beautiful and hopeful. I paint because it 

makes people feel good in the way that 
music makes people feel good.”

www.huangheart.com



Destabilized
•  depletion of assets and self-confidence
•  cycle of chaotic crises

HOMELESSNESS

Stabilizing
•  focus on transitions
•  meeting basic needs

Engaging
•  connecting to tenancy 

rights and responsibilities
•  connecting to aspirations 

for a better life

Grounding
•  stable housing
•  increased social-emotion-

al well-being
•  improved economic 

well-being

ENHANCING HOUSING STABILITY

Exploring
•  focus on relationships and community
•  education, volunteers, employment
•  developing skills and recognizing gifts

Consolidation
•  vulnerability decreases
•  social isolation decreases
•  social capital increases

EXPLORING COMMUNITY AND 
BELONGING POSSIBILITIES

Sustainable
•  long-term connections
•  contributors to community
•  healthy positive  supportive relationships

CONSOLIDATING COMMUNITY 
AND BELONGING

MAINSTAY’S
PATHWAY
TO STAYING
HOUSED
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THE BOARD

Front row (left to right): Carole King,  
Steve Tsao (Treasurer), Deborah Egan,  
Monica So, Peggy Mooney, Halina Dekker, 
Marlene Shortt 

Back row (left to right): Drew Baillie,  
Selvin Williams (Vice-President),  
Marko Trivun, Irina Sytcheva, Paul Oxley,  
Neill Carson (President)

Absent: 

Brigitte Witkowski 
(Executive Director)

Mike Gray
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At Mainstay, we have a proud history of seeking ways to improve 
the quality of life of our tenant members, while also responding 
to concerns within the larger supportive housing system. As a 
lean organization, however, we cannot squander resources, so 
we have developed our own brand of innovation, which we call 
“evidence-based progress.”

We can sum up evidence-based progress in four words: idea, pilot, 
verify, implement. When we identify a challenge or an opportunity 
(idea), we design a small-scale project (pilot) that allows us to 
test the concept without incurring great cost. We then examine 
(verify) our results, including seeking the views of participating 
tenant members. Finally, if we achieved 
the expected results, we look at ways 
of extending the initiative across our 
portfolio, and we seek ways to share 
our results with the mental health and 
addiction sector (implement).

We’ve highlighted some of our recent 
projects in this annual report, but one 
of the most important – the Primary 
Health Care pilot – deserves special 
mention. It exemplifi es another key 
value at Mainstay: partnering for impact 
to improve outcomes and quality 
of life of our tenant members. In partnership with the South 
Riverdale Community Health Centre, we designed a tool to better 
address the unmet health care needs of our tenant members by 
identifying the barriers they experience in seeking primary health 
care, fi nding opportunities to work with partners to address this 
situation, and improving the skills and tools staff require to help 
tenant members in these areas.

You can read more about the Primary Health Care pilot project 
in the following pages, and also learn more about other projects 
we’ve undertaken in support of our ongoing strategy to provide 
“housing plus.” 

Our excellent track record for innovation is, we believe, one 
reason we’re in consideration to test a Social Impact Bond, 
described by the provincial government as “an innovative social 
policy tool that brings together different groups – governments, 

corporations, private investors, foundations, service providers and 
social enterprises – to deliver effective and prevention-focused 
solutions to the toughest issues facing communities.”

While there has been no commitment from the government as 
we write this, we remain hopeful that this worthwhile initiative will 
proceed very soon.

We are pleased that two research studies recognized our 
contributions to best practice in housing and support. One 
was A Canadian Model for Housing and Support of Veterans 
Experiencing Homelessness, which included a promising 

practice manual. The other, An Evaluation 
of Mainstay Supportive Housing First 
Approach, highlighted us as “… a front-
runner …delivering greater housing 
stability than other ‘housing fi rst’ model 
programs, (it) should more accurately be 
identifi ed as ‘housing fi rst, and, housing 
plus.’” We are particularly proud that the 
evaluation noted our “designation of 
tenants as members, with a formal role 
in governance and a role in program 
development, monitoring and evaluation 
through co-production” and our emphasis 

on community development providing tenant members with 
“multiple ways to fi nd meaningful ways to belong.”

We continue to look to the future, confi dent that our strength is 
in the collective efforts of board and tenant members and staff 
to make a place to call home a reality. We thank our dedicated 
staff and Board members for their unselfi sh contributions. We also 
appreciate the efforts of our tenant members, who contribute to 
Mainstay’s success in countless ways. And fi nally, to our partners 
and funders, thank you for your ongoing support of our shared 
goals.

Neill Carson  Brigitte Witkowski
President  Executive Director
Neill Carson  Brigitte WitkowskiNeill Carson  Brigitte Witkowski
President  Executive Director
Neill Carson  Brigitte Witkowski
President  Executive Director
Neill Carson  Brigitte Witkowski

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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 THE OPPORTUNITY TO
INNOVATE  LIVES  HERE 
OUR APPROACH TO INNOVATION

At Mainstay, we are constantly looking for ways to improve the lives of 
our tenant members. We seek to address three aspects of quality:

• Their lived experience,

• Their community at Mainstay, and 

• Their connection to the external environment.

Because we can’t afford to squander resources, we must make sure that 
new programs or procedures are effective. We do this by focusing on 
evidence-based progress proven through successful pilot projects that 
can, over time, be extended to the entire Mainstay community.

In this Annual Report, we are highlighting innovative programs that are at 
or nearing completion, or are just getting started.

SUCCESSFUL INNOVATION

But what does evidence based innovation look like in action? Here are 
some examples that are in progress.

COMMUNITY AND BELONGING
We know from our tenant members that they are more successful when 
they feel that they truly belong in a community, but we were unsure of 
the factors contributing to that feeling. The result was our Community 
and Belonging project, which is working towards discovering these 
factors. And like any important idea, we look to our tenant members to 
do their part in designing, testing, implementing and eventually helping 
to evaluate the results. 

First there came the steering committee – five tenant members, the 
department director and one Supportive Housing Worker. The pilot 
phase, which started in 2014-15, included 10 focus groups, a literature 
search and an interim report to our Board. In 2015-16, after identifying 
software that could assist in compiling survey results, the committee 
continued its work, with the help of external experts, to develop a survey. 
Then there were two further pilots to test the survey, which was then 
administered, with the assistance of a Ryerson University student, in 12 
of our buildings.

TENURE IN RENT SUPPLEMENT 
UNITS SINCE 2011

UNDER 1 YEAR

37%
4-6 YEARS

8%

1-3 YEARS

50%

26%

7%

19%
33%

15%

1-3 YEARS

UNDER 1 YEAR

10+ YEARS

7-9 YEARS

4-6 YEARS

UNDER 1 YEAR

37%
4-6 YEARS

8%

1-3 YEARS

50%

26%

7%

19%
33%

15%

1-3 YEARS

UNDER 1 YEAR

10+ YEARS

7-9 YEARS

4-6 YEARS

TENURE IN MAINSTAY PORTFOLIO 
2015-2016
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The results are being analyzed, and the committee’s goal is 
to roll out the survey to all our tenant members in the fall of 
2016. Because of our process, we are confi dent that the factors 
identifi ed in the survey will be those that are important to our 
tenant members, and we will go on to create targets for action.

PRIMARY CARE PROJECT
In Forty is too Young to Die, the groundbreaking 2011 study by 
the Early-Onset Illness and Mortality Group, which was initiated 
and partially funded by Mainstay, one of the hurdles to a long 
and healthy life is the lack of effective primary care that results in 
unmet healthcare needs.

Since then, we have been working to understand the unmet 
health care needs of our tenant members and identify the 
barriers and challenges they experience when seeking such 
care. We have also been exploring integration opportunities with 
partners to address tenant members’ unmet health care needs, 
and increasing staff skills and tools to support and facilitate 
tenant members in addressing such needs.

The result is an innovative partnership with the South Riverdale 
Community Health Centre to develop a tool and approach for 
our staff to use that is aimed at more effectively linking tenant 
members to primary healthcare providers. And of course it 
started with a pilot in our Homelessness to Homes program. 
The goal of the program is to ensure that all tenant members 
are linked effectively with a primary care provider six months 
after moving in. With the lessons we learned, we rolled it out in 
2015/2016 to households in our dedicated buildings.

So far, we’ve:

• Developed and implemented staff training,

• Surveyed 700 Mainstay households to identify those with 
unmet healthcare and primary care needs, and

• Designed a template to help prepare tenant members to 
explain their physical health needs to primary care service 
provider.

The survey attracted 225 responses, most without unmet 
healthcare needs. However, the unmet needs of 36 respondents 
were referred on to their case managers for action, while 32, 
who have no case manager, are being addressed by Mainstay’s 
Supportive Housing Workers.

PREVENTING EVICTIONS FOCUSES
 ON MAINSTAY’S VISION: 
“STABLE HOUSING … WHERE 
EVERYONE BELONGS…”
At Mainstay, we support tenants in meeting 
their obligations, including regular rent 
payments. We issue eviction notices under 
the Residential Tenancies Act as a means 
of encouraging a tenant member to fi nd a 
solution to the problem threatening their 
tenancy. One way we measure our success is 
through evictions prevented.

96%

96%

96%

97%

EVICTIONS
PREVENTED

TOTAL
NOTICES
SERVED

257

223

94% 2272013-2014

98% 2142014-2015

95% 1862015-2016

2011-2012

2009-2010

2010-2011

2012-2013

96%96%

96% 205

202
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All of this effort is in support of Mainstay’s central housing plus philosophy, 
because having access to primary care is another motivator for a tenant member 
to maintain a successful tenancy.

Another result of the program has been the organization of public information 
sessions in various Mainstay locations, covering topics such as healthy eating, 
stress reduction, smoking cessation and diabetes. Visiting experts from Public 
Health and Ryerson University present these popular sessions.

MAINSTAY’S QUALITY JOURNEY

“Quality,” defi ned as enhancing the relevance and quality of our services, was the 
top item of our 2012-2017 Strategic Plan, and we’ve been on a quality journey ever 
since. In 2014, after learning about what quality means in supportive housing and 
refl ecting on the ways we measure results, the Board formed a Quality Working 
Group that included senior staff, and that group developed a dashboard with 
22 indicators to provide an overview of our progress towards goals under the 
headings of Safety, Effectiveness, Access, Tenant-Centered and Integrated.

The Quality Journey has led to many initiatives that are already paying dividends by 
improving the quality of life of our tenant members. For example, from September 
to December 2015, we piloted a leave-behind feedback form related to building 
services at two buildings. We were pleased with a 46 per cent return rate, and even 
more pleased to see that 55 per cent of respondents had positive comments, 88 
per cent stated that cleanup happened after work was completed, and 90 per cent 
of work was performed in one visit. And responding tenants noted feeling treated 
with respect.

We also identifi ed areas that require improvement, such as identifying ways to 
assist tenant members in describing the work that needs to be done, and reducing 
the number of work orders with multiple work requests.

COORDINATED CARE PROJECT

In another example of our eagerness to work with the broader social services 
network, Mainstay volunteered in 2015 to participate in the Mid East Toronto 
Health Link Care Coordinated Care Pilot, an initiative of the Ministry of Health and 
Long Term Care and the Toronto Central Local Health Integration Network.

Our pilot is intended to improve the care of 10 tenant members who face the most 
complex health care challenges. For the pilot project, we identifi ed six Supportive 
Housing Workers and up to fi ve tenant members for care coordination. The 
planning process involves identifying the care team across several organizations, 
creating a care plan based on the tenant member’s goals, and establishing a care 
coordinator while setting out roles and responsibilities.

As one of our newest initiatives, it is too early to judge the success of the 
Coordinated Care Pilot Project, but our hope is that it will support the development 
of sustainable care coordination and a care plan for the long-term tenant member. 

QUALITY AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
In February 2014, Mainstay adopted three Quality 
Aims to serve as a foundation for annual quality 
plans over a three year horizon. Listed below are 
the three Aims and the associated initiatives in our 
2016/17 Quality Improvement Plan (QIP) that will 
assist us in achieving the Aims.

1. By March 31, 2018, we will contribute to an 
improvement in the well-being of our tenant 
members by supporting them in achieving 
their personal goals with an emphasis 
on housing stability and community and 
belonging.

• Support tenant members to establish 
and achieve personal service goals for 
successful tenancy (general population).

• Develop and pilot a survey to assess tenant 
member perception of community and 
belonging.

• Work with partner agencies to ensure that 
case managers respond to calls for serious 
issues within 24 hours.

2. We will achieve a reduction in unscheduled 
Emergency Department (ED) visits using the 
TCLHIN target of 50% by March 31, 2018 by 
increasing successful tenancy for individuals 
with very complex needs who are at risk of 
losing their housing.

• Increase the scope and intensity of case 
manager role with external partner 
agencies to support Complex and At- Risk 
tenant members.

3. By March 2018 through improved property 
management, we will increase, by 20%, the 
number of tenant members who rate their 
housing experience as excellent.

• Sustain the industry standard of private 
market rental sector average cleanliness 
score for properties at 85%.

• Understand current state to establish 
baseline for average time to complete 
routine work orders.

2

1

3

2

1

3

2

1

3
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DIMENSION BASELINE
2014/15

ACTUAL
2015/16INDICATOR

SAFE 2 10 10

44% 40% 34%

33 28 37

12,183 13,104 14,604

98% 96% 96%

87% 85% 87%

89% 90% 91%

48% N/A 55%

27 N/A 28

41% N/A 32%

8% N/A 11%

92% 100% 96%

38 TBD 24

92% 95% 95%

# CRITICAL INCIDENTS

% TENANTS AT RISK FOR HOARDING (SCORE 4+) OF THOSE SCORED (ALL IDENTIFIED UNITS) 

EFFECTIVE # NEW LEVEL 1 WRAP CERTIFICATIONS

# TENANT ATTENDANCES IN INTERNAL PROGRAMS 

% EVICTIONS PREVENTED AS A PERCENTAGE OF NOTICES

AVERAGE CLEANLINESS SCORE (%)

% TENANTS WITH COMPLEX NEEDS ON TRACK TO MEET SERVICE GOALS

ACCESS % APPLICANT ACCEPTANCES

% APPLICANT WHO REFUSE AN OFFER

AVERAGE BUSINESS DAYS FROM REFERRAL TO LEASE SIGNED

TENANT
-MEMBER 
CENTRED

INTEGRATED % OFFERS DECLINED BY MAINSTAY

% CALLS FOR SERIOUS ISSUES THAT CASE MANAGERS RESPOND TO WITHIN 24 HOURS

# EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT VISITS FOR TENANT MEMBERS WITH COMPLEX NEEDS 

% OF TENANT MEMBERS WITH COMPLEX NEEDS LINKED TO PRIMARY CARE

TARGET
2015/16

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

3

3

EXCEEDS                  MOVING IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION

2015-2016 
QUALITY 
DASHBOARD 
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• Board of Directors 
accountable for the 
Vision to our 
stakeholders – 
public, people yet 
to be served, tenant 
members, staff, 
funders.

Tenant Members Engage 
as INDIVIDUALS on 

Board of Directors for the 
GOOD OF SOCIETY

• Sit on Steering & 
Advisory Committees to 
plan and shape 
programs across all 
Mainstay communities 
(WRAP, Conflict 
Mediation, etc.)

Tenant Members Engage 
IN GROUP for the GOOD 
OF THE ORGANIZATION

• Meet with staff about 
recovery goals.

• Attend building-based 
community meetings.

• Take advantage of 
Mainstay-initiated groups 
& programs (AGM, WRAP 
program, Seasonal 
Events, Focus groups, 
Opportunity Fund).

Tenant Members 
Engage as 

INDIVIDUALS for 
Their Own 

QUALITY OF LIFE.

• Work with 
neighbours to 
identify, start and 
lead programs 
(gardening, good 
food box, yoga, 
coffee group, etc.)

Tenant Members 
Engage IN GROUP 
For the GOOD OF 

SELF AND 
NEIGHBOURS

HOUSING
STABILITY

OPPORTUNITIES  FOR
VOICE  AND COMMUNITY
At Mainstay, tenant members can participate in their community at whatever level is best for them. This can range 
from working on their own quality of life, joining in groups that contribute to the good of the organization or to that 
of themselves and their neighbours, or looking outside their immediate community to work for the good of the 
larger society. In 2015-2016, there were almost 1,900 such activities at Mainstay, ranging from gardening projects to 
community kitchens to Board subcommittees, which included the ongoing Community and Belonging Committee.
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SHARED CARE, BETTER SERVICE

The Shared Care Pilot Project, a partnership involving Mainstay, Dixon 
Hall Neighbourhood Services and the Salvation Army’s Booth Support 
Services, provides collaborative, on-site support and community 
engagement to assist tenants in achieving housing stability and 
to improve their quality of life. By locating support agency case 
managers on site, tenant members have faster and more convenient 
access to the individualized support services they need.

For Stephen, a resident since 2000 in the Mainstay building hosting 
the pilot project, it’s made it easier to talk to staff and fi nd out about 
programs. In his case, that’s meant helping out in the kitchen and 
learning more about safe food handling. Formerly enrolled in an 
Assistant Chef course at George Brown College, Stephen says: “It’s 
helping me keep my cooking skills in place. It helps pass the time, 
gets me out of my apartment, and I meet people who are also 
interested in food and cooking.”

The pilot project is seeking to evaluate variables such as use of 
emergency services, housing stability and access to healthy food to 
see if this approach has improved the tenant members’ quality of life. 
Tenant members receiving these services were surveyed in February 
2016, with data analysis to follow later in the year.

TENANTS MEMBERS FIND 
OPPORTUNITIES AT MAINSTAY

Opportunity Fund 

19

8

26

13

28

13

53

30 30

24

Recipients

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Applicants

“It’s helping me keep my 
cooking skills in place. It helps 
pass the time, gets me out of 

my apartment, and I meet 
people who are also interested 

in food and cooking.”

Stephen
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WILLIAM

SOURIYA

OPPORTUNITY FUND IS MUSIC TO HIS EARS

The Mainstay Opportunity Fund provides financial help for tenant members who 
wish to develop their skills or explore new career possibilities. In 2015, 80 per cent 
of applicants to the program received awards, the highest percentage since the 
program was started in 2007.

Gregory, who has lived in Mainstay for five years, used his Opportunity Fund award 
and a grant from Centre for Addiction and Mental Health to obtain his Recording Arts 
certificate from Centennial College. 

“I’ve been involved in music my whole life,” he said, “but my career was in computers 
and it’s only in the last five years that I’ve got back into music.”

Gregory says the recording arts are becoming more and more computerized, and his 
previous experience helped him with the course, which involved six, 10-week courses 
of three hours a week. Much of it was devoted to mastering new software now used 
in the industry.

“The keyboard is about the only surviving instrument (in a recording studio),” Gregory 
added. “You hook it up to a computer and you can create any instrument you need.” 
For that reason, and again assisted by Mainstay funding, he plans to take three-
months of piano lessons to develop his keyboard skills, and then he would like to 
look for work in the recording industry. 

“I’ve been involved in 
music my whole life, 
but my career was in 

computers and it’s 
only in the last five 
years that I’ve got 
back into music.”

Greg
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SANDRA
COOKING UP A STORM

Community kitchen programs, which encourage tenant members to come together 
and pool their skills and resources to prepare safe, healthy meals, have existed in 
Mainstay buildings for several years.

In January 2014, the Community Kitchen Train the Trainer program was launched at five 
Mainstay properties, and Evergreen Brickworks was hired to design and implement 
the program. Thelmuta was involved in a Train the Trainer program in her building, and 
attended all the sessions, including a visit to the Brickworks farm, cooking lessons and 
preserving techniques. On graduation, she also obtained her food handling certificate.

In 2015, when Evergreen stepped back, Mainstay staff collaborated with Tenant 
Member graduates of the program to co-design and co-implement the Leadership 
Kitchen, with tenant members taking the lead in facilitating training sessions with 
other tenant members. Thelmuta signed up for the project after seeing a flyer asking for 
volunteers, and Leadership Kitchens were eventually offered at four Mainstay buildings. 
Each team of Kitchen Leaders has two tenant members as the main facilitators and 
two Supportive Housing Workers who provide support to the tenant member trainers 
and to a lesser degree co-facilitate the sessions. Tenant members from the buildings 
work right alongside the facilitators. “Often, not many come at first,” Thelmuta says, 
“but more come as the sessions go on. It’s a great way for them to socialize and meet 
each other.”

“We visit each location four times over four months,” she explains. “If the building has 
a kitchen, we prepare rice and meat dishes. If there’s no kitchen, then we do wraps 
or grilled cheese. The goal is to get the tenant members involved, and encourage 
someone to take the food handling course.”

“We visit each 
location four times 
over four months. 

If the building has a 
kitchen, we prepare 

rice and meat dishes. 
If there’s no kitchen, 

then we do wraps 
or grilled cheese. 
The goal is to get 

the tenant members 
involved, and 

encourage someone 
to take the food 

handling course.”

Thelmuta
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MOVIE NIGHTS

ARTS GROUPS

BREAKFAST 
CLUBS

32
TENANT

MEMBER 
MEETINGS

25

2

INFORMATION  
SESSIONS

10

8

DAY 
TRIPS

6

SUPPLEMENTAL
FOOD

PROGRAMS

6

GAMES / BINGO
3

1

CELEBRATORY 
EVENTS

14

GARDENING
CLUBS

39
COFFEE

DISCUSSION 
GROUPS

COMMUNITY 
KITCHEN

PROGRAMS

12

BBQS

12

OPPORTUNITIES
FOR
VOICE AND
COMMUNITY
The range of activities available to tenant members is 
as diverse as those who live in each of our residences.  
Mainstay’s goal is to ensure that tenant members can fi nd 
opportunities to participate how and when they choose, as 
they continue their journey of recovery.  Here’s a snapshot 
of some of the many activities held this year.
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MOVIE NIGHTS

ARTS GROUPS

BREAKFAST 
CLUBS

32
TENANT

MEMBER 
MEETINGS

25

2

INFORMATION  
SESSIONS

10

8

DAY 
TRIPS

6

SUPPLEMENTAL
FOOD

PROGRAMS

6

GAMES / BINGO
3

1

CELEBRATORY 
EVENTS

14

GARDENING
CLUBS

39
COFFEE

DISCUSSION 
GROUPS

COMMUNITY 
KITCHEN

PROGRAMS

12

BBQS

12

TOTAL ACTIVITIES 

1,866
TOTAL PARTICIPANTS 

11,495.
BASED ON MEMBER PARTICIPATING 
ONE OR MORE TIMES IN AN 
ACTIVITY/PROGRAM PER 
OCCURRENCE, PER MONTH.
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Our proposal, one of two currently being considered by the 
government, would see Mainstay issue a Social Impact Bond and 
use the proceeds to provide stable housing and intensive support 
to 100 chronically homeless individuals who are struggling with 
mental illness and who have been homeless for five years or 
more. 

We would use best practices from our housing plus approach 
piloted through our Homelessness to Homes program to help 
tenants stabilize and transition from intensive site support to 
moderate support while retaining their tenancy rights. The 
proposed program would involve two years of intensive, 
customized, on-site support followed by a one-year transition to 
help participants move to a more sustainable level of care within 
the community.

Measures would be similar to those already used in our SRoI 
framework:

• Improved housing stability and quality of life for all 
participants in the pilot,

• Improved access to public services and benefits (e.g.: 
primary healthcare provider),

• Improved mental and physical health,

• Reduced emergency healthcare use (e.g.: Emergency Room 
visits, ambulance rides),

• Reduced contact with criminal justice system (e.g.: arrests, 
police interactions),

• Reduced use of emergency shelters.

While we have no indication of when the government may 
decide whether or not to proceed with this pilot project, we are 
pleased to have been selected for the final short list, a step that 
we believe indicates the recognition that we have received for 
our innovative, effective programs.

In our 2014-2015 Annual Report, we described our work in 
developing a Social Return on Investment (SRoI) framework 
to add to our Homelessness to Homes pilot. Homelessness 
to Homes is focused on providing rapid access to housing for 
individuals who have been homeless for a minimum of five 
years and who are living with mental health and or harmful 
substance use issues. 

The SRoI is designed to measure, in monetary terms, the 
impact of our services to tenant members with complex 
needs who have been chronically homeless. Tangible 
outcomes are measured in fewer emergency room visits and 
hospital admissions, reduced emergency shelter usage, and 
fewer interactions with the justice system. We have been 
able to show sharp reductions in the cost of providing all 
these services to participants two years into their successful 
tenancies.

Now, we are looking forward to the possible opportunity of 
extending this work by participating in an Ontario government 
pilot project to test the viability of Social Impact Bonds, 
which the government describes as “an innovative social 
policy tool that brings together different groups – governments, 
corporations, private investors, foundations, service providers 
and social enterprises – to deliver effective and prevention-
focused solutions to the toughest issues facing communities.”

The social impact bond (SIB) concept would allow agencies 
such as Mainstay to issue bonds, with the proceeds used to 
finance interventions designed to reduce the cost of services 
such as those measured by our SRoI framework. If we achieve 
the agreed-upon social outcomes and cost savings, the 
investors receive a financial return paid from the savings 
realized by government.

In announcing the program, the government said, “Social 
Impact Bonds do not replace current government funding 
or existing programs that Ontarians rely upon. Their aim is to 
allow the government to explore innovative policy solutions 
while minimizing financial risk and delivering better outcomes 
for people.”

SOCIAL IMPACT BONDS 
OFFER NEW FUNDING SOLUTIONS
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ANNUAL SEASONAL PARTY 2015 

Our Annual Seasonal Party was attended by 158 
tenant members. Introducing some festive fun, 
mixed staff teams created gingerbread houses 
which were voted on by tenant members and then 
raffled off. Tenant members resoundingly loved the 
idea and want to participate next year.

FAREWELL TO JANE 

In June 2016, we say farewell to Jane Edwards, our dedicated 
Bookkeeper, who, after 18 years of exemplary service, is 
retiring. Jane is an accounting generalist who has specialized 
in managing our accounts receivable. She has been the good 
humoured brains managing the rent-geared-to-income process, 
including pre-authorized payments from tenant members, 
reconciliation of rent and subsidy for our OCHAP program, and 
rental income from agencies operating our group homes. Jane 
also worked closely with Supportive Housing Workers on rental 
payment plans. Woe to those who let the details slip, because 
Jane would catch it! We celebrate Jane’s commitment to quality 
improvement of the Finance and Administration team. She gave 
life to the meaning of “meticulous.” 
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MAINSTAY TEAM:

Years of  
Employment  
at Mainstay:

 5-9 years

 10-14 years

 15-19 years

 20+

Happy 
Anniversary!

  5 years

 
10 years

  15 years

BUILDING  
SERVICES: 
Anielka Arencibia
Mario Araya 
Teresita Bagorio 
Randy Baldwin 
Agustin Barahona 
Scott Barry
Wayne Bisnath 
Medardo Cabebe 
Lucy Cardosa 
Beth Elenzano 
Ray Fortune  
George Luzio 
Desmond Marrett 
Virgilio Quiogue
Teresa Rivas 
Myriam Sanz  
Frank Sarantidis

 

TENANT  
AND  
MEMBER  
SERVICES: 
Sarah Barbara 
Michael Binful
Alison Burton-Williams 
Melissa Consunji 
Levi Duong
Kimberley Ellsworth 
Yanina Garcia  
Osman Gelle
Toni Grant
Stephen Gray 
Andrea Gutowski 
Shanee Harmon 
Jessica Loucks 
Sandra Mageau-Marsh 
Elisha McLasky 
Frances McNeil 
Parvin Merchant 
Alireza Mikanik 
Nickey Pathay 
Heather Pegg 
Volletta Peters 
Joshua Petrie 
Math Radfar 
Melissa Renaud 
Katherine Salinas 
Jeffrey Stevenson 
Jenna Weizel-Fleming 
Sharon Williams 
 

FINANCE AND 
ADMINISTRATION: 
Claudia Alvarado 
Chuting Bi 
Jane Edwards 
Nadiya Eroshok 
Shirley Hyre 
Alexandra Johnstone 
Tina Le 
Tony Le-Catequista 
Catherine Ng (0-4)

Executive Director: 

Brigitte Witkowski 

Executive Assistant: 

Nancy Sugar 

Placement/Summer  

Students 2015-2016:

Alison Beaulieu,  
Mitzi Cheng,  
Michelle Kaustov,  
Emily Stapleton 
(Ryerson University);
Herberth Canas,  
Troy Diaz,  
Amy Rector 
(York University);
Lillian Diamantakos,  
Alana Francis 
(George Brown College);
Mandy Tran 
(University of Toronto)
 
 

DONORS:
Thank you to our generous corporate and 

individual donors.

FUNDERS:
Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term 
Care (MOHLTC) – Housing;

Social Housing Renovation and  
Retrofit Program (SHRRP);

Toronto Central Local Health Integration 
Network (TCLHIN); 

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation 
(CMHC);

City of Toronto Supporting Communities 
Partnership Initiative;

City of Toronto Homelessness Partnership 
Initiative (Streets to Homes); 

Royal Canadian Legion (RCL).

In memoriam for tenant members who 

passed away in 2015-2016:

Brooke Bell, Michael Bodman, 
Michael Bowering, Michael Castonguay, 
Yvonne Hendricks, Karlene Cox, 
Willie LaFromoise, Morris Idra, 
Shawn Nicholson, Liisa Ptezold, 
Shahnaz Quadri, Elizabeth Weiss
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2015-2016 FINANCIALS 
OPERATING REVENUES $14,897,018

65.76% Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care and CMHC and 
OCHAP

2.57% MOHLTC Addiction Rent Supplement Housing Program

7.36% Toronto Central LHIN Support Funding

2.15% Toronto Central LHIN - Service Recipient Supportive Housing for 
People with Problematic Substance Use Program (SHPPSUP)

18.96% Rental Income Tenants

1.84% City of Toronto Streets to Homes

0.56% Other Grants (Royal Canadian Legion; Employment and Social 
Development Canada)

0.78% Resource Generation & Other

OPERATING EXPENDITURES $14,897,018

11.92% Support to Tenants

23.54% Building Operations and Maintenance

2.66% Replacement Reserve

4.93% Addiction Rent Supplement Housing Program

1.42% Organizational Reserve

7.88%
Corporate Services (Admin, Finance and IT Services including 
board expenses, AGM)

8.31% Mortgage Interest

21.23% Depreciation/Amortization

9.58% Utilities

7.66% Municipal Taxes

0.87% Insurance

0.78%

0.56%

1.84%

18.96%

2.15%

7.36%

2.57%

65.76%

0.87%

7.66%

9.58%

21.23%

8.31%

7.88%

1.42%

0.78%
0.56%1.84%

18.96%

2.15%

7.36%

2.57%

65.76%

0.87%

7.66%

9.58%

21.23%

8.31%
7.88%

1.42%

4.93%

2.66%

23.54%

11.92%

0.78%

0.56%

1.84%

18.96%

2.15%

7.36%

2.57%

65.76%

0.87%

7.66%

9.58%

21.23%

8.31%

7.88%

1.42%

0.78%
0.56%1.84%

18.96%

2.15%

7.36%

2.57%

65.76%

0.87%

7.66%

9.58%

21.23%

8.31%
7.88%

1.42%

4.93%

2.66%

23.54%

11.92%

CAPITAL PLAN AND BUDGET
We invested $1,654,998 in property improvements. These included roof replacements; window replacements; remediation of downspouts; stair guards and 

hand rails; garage podium; diesel generator exhaust upgrades; elevator modernizations.

Audited Statements available upon request.



550 QUEEN STREET EAST, SUITE 150
TORONTO, ONTARIO M5A 1V2

TEL: 416-703-9266
FAX: 416-703-9265
TTY: 416-703-9267

WWW.MAINSTAYHOUSING.CA

CHARITABLE REGISTRATION NUMBER: 
119258440 RR0001

MISSION STATEMENT:
Mainstay Housing works with people living with 

mental health and addiction issues who are 
deeply affected by poverty and provides them 

with housing, ongoing support and greater 
opportunity to be part of a community.

VISION STATEMENT:
With stable housing as a foundation, everyone 

belongs – and has a bridge to a better life. 

WE BELIEVE:
Safe and affordable housing is a basic right and 

fundamental to the health and well-being of all 
people.

Stable housing and ongoing support helps 
people living with mental health and addiction 

issues demonstrate their skills and capabilities, 
gain greater confidence, and, achieve fuller 
ownership of their actions, decisions and future.

Responsive, and ongoing support promotes fuller 
engagement in the community.

Dynamic partnerships lead to innovation and 
change.




